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Weakly dissipative dust-ion-acoustic solitons
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We investigate the possibility for dust ion-acoustic solitons to exist. Compressive solitonlike perturbations
are damped and slowed down, mainly due to the plasma absorption and ion scattering on microparticles. The
perturbations are shown to possess the main properties of solitons. There is a principal possibility to study
experimentally the role of trapped electrons in the soliton formation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A complex ~dusty! plasma is the plasma containing ele
trons, ions, neutrals, and solid or liquid~dust! microparticles.
The remarkable property of complex plasmas is the part
charging process@1#. Usually, in laboratory experiments th
microparticles are negatively charged, due to the elec
and ion fluxes on the particle surface. Any fluctuations
plasma parameters can vary these fluxes and thus cause
tuations of the microparticle charge.

Nonlinear coherent and dissipative structures in comp
plasmas can be formed by different means. These are
necessarily restricted to the mode excitation due to insta
ties, or an external forcing, but can also be a regular col
tive process analogous to the shock wave generation in
dynamics. Theanomalousdissipation in complex plasmas
which originates from the dust particle charging proce
makes possible existence of a new kind of shocks relate
this dissipation@2,3#. In the absence of dissipation~or if the
dissipation is weak at the characteristic dynamical ti
scales of the system! the balance between nonlinear and d
persion effects can result in the formation of a symmetri
solitary wave—a soliton. Investigation of the anomalous d
sipation is especially interesting at the ion-acoustic ti
scales, when ‘‘massive’’ microparticles can be treated as
tionless. The charging processes at these time scales are
ally not in equilibrium and, hence, the role of anomalo
dissipation might be crucial@2,4#. So far, study of nonlinea
structures at ion-acoustic time scales~in complex plasmas!
was mostly related to shocks@2,3,5,6#. There has also bee
an experimental investigation of dust-ion-acoustic~DIA !
solitons @7#. The first theoretical study of DIA solitons in
complex plasmas@8# used an approximation neglecting a
sorption and scattering of electrons and ions by microp
ticles. These processes, resulting in the anomalous dis
tion, make the existence of ‘‘pure’’ steady-state nonline
structures impossible. For DIA shocks, this dissipation w
shown to cause qualitatively new effects@2,3#. The influence
of the anomalous dissipation on DIA solitons is still an op
question.

The purpose of this paper is to determine and to inve
gate the situation where the compressive DIA solitonlike p
turbations can exist in complex plasmas and to give a tr
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ment of these perturbations. In Sec. II we present the mo
that describes nonlinear DIA perturbations and show the
portance of electrons trapped by the soliton in complex p
mas. In Sec. III we define a ‘‘weakly dissipative’’ regime fo
DIA solitonlike perturbations, study time evolution of th
individual DIA soliton, and investigate the interaction of tw
weakly dissipative solitons. A summary of our findings
given in Sec. IV.

II. MODEL

We use the model@3,9# based on a set of fluid equation
~which take into account the variation of ion density and t
ion momentum dissipation due to interaction with microp
ticles!, Poisson equation, charging equation for microp
ticles, and include the ionization process. We assume tha
following approximations are valid: plasma can be cons
ered as uniform and unmagnetized; size of particles is m
smaller than the electron Debye length and the distance
tween microparticles; microparticles can be considered
stationary, so that their densitynd is constant in the ion-
acoustic time scale@8#; electron and ion temperatures a
assumed to be constant, and their ratioTe /Ti is sufficiently
large~the latter allows us to neglect the Landau damping
ions@10,11#!; charge variation on microparticles is solely du
to variation of the plasma potential, and the charging is
scribed by the orbit-motion-limited~OML! model @1,12,13#.

We do not take into account any heat transfer proces
that might influence the propagation and evolution of io
acoustic perturbation—ion-neutral and electron-neutral co
sions are neglected: Under the experimental conditions
Ref. @6# ~neutral argon gas pressure is;1024 torr and the
electron temperature isTe51.5 eV), the electron mean fre
path exceeds 104 cm and the ion mean free path is of th
order of 103 cm. These scales are much larger than the sc
of the device~90 cm length and 40 cm diameter, Ref.@14#!.
In another experiment@5#, the neutral gas pressure was b
low 1025 torr and therefore the collisionless approximati
is completely justified. Thus, the only important dissipati
in the system is related to the plasma absorption on mic
particles as well as the ion scattering on microparticles@2,3#.

The evolution equations for the ion densityni and the ion
drift velocity u are
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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]ni

]t
1

]~niu!

]x
52n rni1n r0ni0 , ~1!

]~niu!

]t
1

]~niu
2!

]x
1

eni

mi

]w

]x
52n idniu. ~2!

Here w is the electrostatic plasma potential,n r is the fre-
quency of ion recombination on microparticles, andn id is the
momentum-transfer frequency due to ion-particle collisio
The ionization rate isn r0ni0 ~subscript 0 denotes unperturbe
variables!. The latter is chosen to be independent of the el
tron density and can be considered to be constant. This
sumption is valid@3# under the conditions of the experimen
on nonlinear wave excitation carried out on aQ machine@5#
and a double plasma device@6,7#. Indeed, in the laboratory
experiments of Ref.@5#, a hot (;2000–2500 K) plate in-
stalled in the end region of the machine was irradiated wit
beam of cesium atoms, so that cesium ions in the pla
were produced through ionization of cesium atoms at
plate surface. In the experiments of Refs.@6,7#, the electron
mean free paths were so long that the neutrals were ion
presumably in collisions with the wall. Thus, under the e
perimental conditions of Refs.@6,7# ~the partial pressure of a
neutral Ar gas is (3 –6)31024 torr and the electron tempera
ture isTe50.1 eV), the electron mean free path with resp
to electron-neutral collisions is on the order of 104 cm, which
is much larger than the length of the device~90 cm! and its
diameter~40 cm! @14#. Consequently, under the experimen
conditions of Refs.@5–7#, the ionization source term in th
evolutionary equation for the ion density should be indep
dent on the electron density. In other cases, in laboratory
space complex plasmas it is necessary to check whethe
source is due to conventional electron impact ionization
neutrals ~a traditional approach when describing dus
plasmas—see, e.g., Refs.@15,16#! or not. If this is so, the
ionization rate is proportional to the electron density. The
momentum loss is due to collisions with microparticles a
is determined by the ion momentum-transfer frequencyn id .

In order to calculate the recombination and momentu
transfer frequencies, one has to integrate the correspon
cross sections over the ion distribution function. The mag
tude of the ion drift velocity in DIA solitons can vary in
rather wide range—it can be of the order of the ion-acou
velocity ~i.e., much higher than the ion thermal velocityvTi

5ATi /mi). Therefore, ‘‘true’’ ion ~shifted Maxwellian! dis-
tribution, f i(v)5(2pvTi

2 )23/2exp@2(v2u)2/2vTi

2 # should be

used. The recombination frequency is given byn r
5nd*vsc(v) f i(v)dv, with sc(v) the OML expression for
the collection ~absorption! cross section@1,12,13#. The
momentum-transfer frequency consists of two parts
collection and orbital:n id5n id

coll1n id
orb @17#. Absorbed ions

lose entire momentum on a particle and, therefore,
momentum-transfer cross section due to collection issc(v).
The orbital cross section corresponds to the elastic ion s
tering in the particle field, and we use the Coulomb scat
ing cross sectionss(v) with modified Coulomb logarithm
@13#. Thus, the momentum-transfer frequency isn id
05640
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5nd*(u•v/u2)v@sc(v)1ss(v)# f i(v)dv. After the integra-
tion, we get the frequenciesn r , n id

coll , and n id
orb, which are

functions ofZd andu:

n r5A2pa2vTi
ndũ21@Ap/2 erf~ ũ/A2!~112tz1ũ2!

1ũ exp~2ũ2/2!#,

n id
coll5A2pa2vTi

ndũ22$Ap/2 erf~ ũ/A2!ũ@11ũ21~1

2ũ22!~112tz!#1~112tz1ũ2!exp~2ũ2/2!%,

n id
orb5A2pa2vTi

nd~2tz!2L~ ũ!ũ23@Ap/2 erf~ ũ/A2!

2ũexp~2ũ2/2!#,

where ũ5u/vTi
is the drift velocity normalized to the ion

thermal velocity,t5Te /Ti is the electron-to-ion temperatur
ratio, andz5Zde2/aTe is the surface potential of a micro
particle in units ofTe /e. Note, that the expression for the io
absorption current which corresponds to the obtainedn r , is
well known ~see, e.g., Ref.@18#!. Also, n id

orb is determined by
well-known expression for the momentum-transfer fr
quency, which is used in ordinary electron-ion plasma@19#.
The only difference is that we use the modified formula
the Coulomb logarithm derived in Ref.@13#: L(ũ). ln@(1
1b)/(a/lD1b)#, with b(ũ)5zt(a/lD)(11ũ2)21 and the
effective screening length is defined aslD

225lDi
22(1

1ũ2)211lDe
22 ~wherelDe,i5ATe,i /4pe2ne,i is the electron

or ion Debye length!. This formula forL(ũ) differs from the
usual definition of the Coulomb logarithm, due to a mu
larger range of the ion-particle interaction~larger Coulomb
radius!. However, atb!1 it reduces to a usual expressio
@17#.

The kinetic equation for the microparticle charge is det
mined by the OML model,

]Zd /]t5Je2Ji , ~3!

where the electron and ion fluxes on the particle surface

Je52A2pa2vTe
ne exp~2z!,

Ji5~ni /nd!n r .

Equations~1!–~3! are closed by the Poisson equation,

]2w/]x254pe~ne1Zdnd2ni !. ~4!

In the absence of perturbations, the quasineutrality condi
ni05ne01Zd0nd holds.

We emphasize here that for the description of DIA so
tons we use the model@3# that enabled us to describe su
cessfully the laboratory experiments@5,6# on DIA shocks.
Another approach for the description of nonlinear pertur
tions in complex plasmas invokes viscosity in dusty moti
~see, e.g., Ref.@6#!. However, in a classical approach to d
scribing complex plasmas~see, e.g., Ref.@1#! by Eq. ~3! for
2-2
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microparticle charging, it is impossible to derive the gene
hydrodynamic equation that describes the evolution of
ion momentum and contains the viscosity term in a conv
tional hydrodynamic form.

III. WEAKLY DISSIPATIVE SOLITONS

DIA solitons can be accompanied by either positive
negative electrostatic potentialw @8#. The positivew is the
potential well for electrons. The commonly used assumpt
in this case is that the electrons are not trapped in the po
tial well. However, this assumption is violated when the f
lowing inequality is valid@20#:

tsol*Lsol/vTe
, ~5!

wheretsol is the characteristic time of the soliton formatio
andLsol is the soliton width. The magnitude oftsol is of the
order of a fewvpi

21 ~where vpe,i5A4pe2ne,i /me,i is the
electron or ion plasma frequency!, the spatial scaleLsol is
about severallDe . Thus,Lsol/vTe

;vpe
21 , and therefore in-

equality~5! normally holds. In this case, distribution of ele
trons is modified due to theiradiabatic trapping@20# and is
described by the Gurevich formula:

ne

ne0
5expS ew

Te
DerfcSAew

Te
D 1

2

Ap
Aew

Te
, ~6!

where erfc(z)[12erf(z) is the complimentary error func
tion. The first term in Eq.~6! corresponds to free electron
while the trapped electrons are represented by the se
term. Note that the Gurevich distribution presumes trap
electrons to be collisionless. For practical purposes,
means that the average time between electron-neutral c
sions should be longer than the time during which the soli
exists in the experimental setup (;Lset/U, whereLset is the
setup size andU is the soliton velocity!. This requirement is
well satisfied under the experimental conditions@5–7#.

We start our analysis with the ‘‘conservative’’ case, n
glecting ionization and dissipative terms on the right-ha
side in Eqs.~1! and ~2! and assumingZd5const in Eq.~4!.
Solitary solutions depend on the variablex2Ut. For rarefac-
tive solitons~which can exist only in complex plasmas,@8#!
w is negative, which corresponds to a potential heel for e
trons. Therefore, electrons obey the Boltzmann distributi
This case was studied in detail in Ref.@8#. For the case of
compressive solitons, electrons have the Gurevich distr
tion @Eq. ~6!#. From Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and ~4!, we derive the
following equation for the electrostatic potential:

]2w/]x252]V/]w, ~7!

where the Sagdeev potentialV(w) is given by

V~w!512exp~w!erfc~Aw!2
2Aw

Ap
2Pw2

4w3/2

3Ap

1M ~11P!~M2AM222w!. ~8!
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Here we use the following normalization:ew/Te→w and
x/lDe→x, the Mach number is determined asM5U/cs,
with cs5ATe /mi being the ion acoustic velocity. The so
called ‘‘Havnes parameter,’’P5Zdnd /ne , is a measure of
the volume particle charge. Figure 1 shows that the ma
mum soliton amplitude@maximum of possible nonzero root
of Eq. ~8!# for the Gurevich electron distribution is muc
higher than that for the Boltzmann distribution. The range
possible Mach numbers is much wider for the ‘‘Gurevich
soliton as well. Indeed, for the ‘‘Boltzmann’’ soliton th
range of possible Mach numbers is rather narrow@8#, e.g.,
for P52 we have 2.16>M.1.73. The analytical expressio
for the range of possible Mach numbers of the Gurev
soliton valid forP.1 is

9
2 p ~11 1

2 P!*M2.11P. ~9!

For P52, Eq.~9! gives the range 7.5*M.1.73. This dem-
onstrates the principal possibility to study experimentally
role of trapped electrons in the soliton evolution.

The time scaletdiss, which characterizes dissipation,
determined by the processes of microparticle charge va
tions and ion-particle collisions. It can be defined astdiss

;min$nr
21 ,n id

21%. If the characteristic time scale for dynam
cal processes is much shorter thantdiss, one can introduce a
weakly dissipative system. For the DIA soliton the dynam
cal time scale is;vpi

21 and the dissipative time scale
;P21(lDi /a)(Ti /Te)vpi

21 . Thus, we can refer to a weakl
dissipative soliton whenvpitdiss@1 ~e.g., sufficiently small
microparticles or/and low particle density!.

FIG. 1. Maximum value of Mach numberMmax ~a! and the
maximum amplitude of the dimensionless electrostatic potentia
the solitonw0 ~b! versus the Havnes parameterP for compressive
solitons with Gurevich electrons@Eq. ~6!, thin lines# and with Bolt-
zmann electrons~bold lines!.
2-3
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We investigated the evolution of the solitonlike perturb
tions in complex plasmas, taking into account the dissipa
processes. The evolution of weakly dissipative compres
perturbations containing the trapped electrons occurs in
following manner: The perturbation is damped and its sp

FIG. 2. ~Color! Temporal evolution of the compressive solito
like perturbation. Initial perturbation has the form of conservat
soliton containing trapped electrons. It is given by the solution
Eqs. ~7! and ~8! for the Mach numberM52.8 and the Havnes
parameterP52. ~a! Mach number of the perturbation versu
dimensionless timet ~time is normalized toA11Pvpi

21). ~b!
Dimensionless electrostatic potentialw versus dimensionles
coordinatex. The red lines represent the numerically calcula
profiles of the evolving perturbation att i50,6,12,18,24,30,36. The
blue lines show the conservative soliton solutions correspondin
M (t i). Plasma parameters: argon ion densityni0533108 cm23,
particle radius a54.4 mm, electron and ion temperaturesTe

51.5 eV andTi50.1 eV.
05640
-
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~the Mach numberM ) decreases monotonically with time, a
shown in Fig. 2~a!. However, Fig. 2~b! demonstrates that th
form of the evolving perturbation at any moment is given
the ‘‘conservative’’ soliton solution@Eqs.~7! and~8!# for the
corresponding Mach number. Investigation of the interact
of two weakly dissipative solitons containing the trapp
electrons~see Fig. 3! shows that, after the interaction, eac
perturbation keeps the form of the soliton propagating in
vidually from the beginning. That property is inherent in a
solitons.

f

to

FIG. 3. ~Color! Interaction of two weakly dissipative compres
sive solitons. In~a! we show the interaction of the solitons whos
temporal evolution~in the absence of interaction! is given in~b! and
~c!. The red and black lines correspond to the soliton profiles
mensionless electrostatic potentialw versus dimensionless coord
nate x before and after the interaction, respectively, for differe
values of dimensionless timet i50,6,12,18,21,24,30,36~time is nor-
malized toA11Pvpi

21). Initially, both perturbations have the form
of ‘‘conservative’’ soliton solution@Eqs. ~7! and ~8!#. The initial
soliton amplitudew052 ~b! and 1 ~c!, the Mach numberM52.8
~b! and 2.44~c!, the Havnes parameterP52. The blue and green
curves in~a! represent the amplitude evolution of individual so
tons shown in~b! and ~c!, respectively. Plasma parameters: arg
ion densityni0533108 cm23, particle radiusa54.4 mm, electron
and ion temperaturesTe51.5 eV andTi50.1 eV.
2-4
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

Thus, we can conclude that ‘‘weakly dissipative’’ soliton
can exist. We emphasize, however, that some specific co
tions for their excitation should be fulfilled. First of all, th
velocity of the initial perturbation should satisfy the range
Mach numbers of the corresponding soliton, e.g., Eq.~9! for
the ‘‘Gurevich’’ soliton in theP.1 case. We have performe
numerical investigations of different initial solitonlike pertu
bations of both the ‘‘Boltzmann’’ and ‘‘Gurevich’’ type. In al
cases, Boltzmann solitonlike initial perturbations were co
verted to shocklike structures. We have shown the existe
of the damped solitons only for the Gurevich electron dis
bution. We explain this by the fact that the speed of
perturbations decreases monotonically with time. If t
Mach number range is rather narrow~that takes place alway
for ‘‘Boltzmann’’ solitons!, then during a short period of tim
the speed of perturbation becomes less than the minim
soliton speed, and the soliton disappears. Consequently
the existence of the damped solitons the perturbation sh
have the initial form, so that it would allow the presence
both free and trapped electrons. Otherwise, there is a po
bility of an appearance of DIA shocks in complex plasm
o

tt

nd
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For example, the initial perturbation in the form of a motio
less region with a constant enhanced ion density~similar to
that excited in the experiments@5# on DIA shocks! does not
contain the trapped electrons and may not evolve in the s
ton form.

In summary, our calculations show a possibility for th
so-called ‘‘weakly-dissipative’’ DIA compressive solitons t
exist. Their form is given by the ‘‘conservative’’ soliton so
lution at the appropriate Mach number. Interacting solito
conserve their form. However, in contrast to the usual s
tons, the total energy and the total momentum decre
monotonically with time. The role of trapped electrons
such solitons is significant, hence the study of observa
properties can be used as a diagnostic tool to investig
microscopic properties of the electrons.
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